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Long term and archivable reproducibility, a summary

Abstract: Scientific data analysis pipelines commonly use high-level technologies that were popular 
when they were created, only providing an immediate solution which is unlikely to be sustainable or 
reproducible in the future. We have implemented “Maneage" (Managing data Lineage), a solution 
which stores the project in machine-actionable and human-readable plain-text, enabling version-
control, cheap archiving, automatic parsing to extract data provenance, and peer-reviewable 
verification. We show that requiring longevity and reproducibility from scientific data analysis 
pipeline is realistic, without sacrificing immediate or short-term reproducibility and discuss the 
benefits of the criteria for scientific progress. For more, see Akhlaghi et al. (arXiv:2006.03018)

https://maneage.org 

https://arxiv.org/abs/2006.03018
http://maneage.org/
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Context of the research 

How can I trust in the discovery/results announced in a scientific paper?  

Would I be able to reproduce my own paper/results published one year ago?  

What happen if I change the version of my favourite analysis software? 

  

https://heywhatwhatdidyousay.wordpress.comThere is a reproducibility crisis 

Science world evolves incredible fast. 

Software, methods, tools, etc. get obsolete in a short time. 

Being able to reproduce results is in the core of Science. 

Science is defined by its METHOD, not its result. 

Image from nature.com (“Five ways to fix statistics”, Nov 2017)

What is the solution? 

https://heywhatwhatdidyousay.wordpress.com
https://www.nature.com/articles/d41586-017-07522-z
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Description and methodology 

-Complete / self-contained: No Root, Non-interactive 

-Modularity: parts should be re-usable 

-Plain text: version control (Git), archivable 

-Minimal complexity: never posit pluralities without necessity 

-Verifiable inputs and outputs: data automatically verified 

-Free and open source software: non-free software is not configurable 

The solution should follow the criteria:

https://natemowry2.wordpress.com/

https://natemowry2.wordpress.com/
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 Results

Maneage is introduced as a customizable template that will: 

  Automatically downloads software source and data 

  Builds the software in a closed environment 

  Run software on data to obtain research results 

  Use LaTeX to generate the paper 

  The whole project is under version control (Git) 

$ git clone http://git.maneage.org/project.git 
$ ./project configure 
$ ./project make Manage was awarded with a RDA Adoption grant 

 (EU Horizon 2020)

http://git.maneage.org/project.git
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 Results Two examples of recent papers using Maneage
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Last word in the abstract is the 
 Git hash

https://ui.adsabs.harvard.edu/link_gateway/2020MNRAS.491.5317I/PUB_HTML
https://arxiv.org/abs/1909.11230

